SALTO KS Mobile App Manual
Thank you for choosing SALTO KS.
This document will help you set up the SALTO KS app on your mobile device
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Introduction
Thank you for using SALTO KS!
This manual is a basic reference guide to operate the SALTO KS mobile application for
iOS and Android. Please use this manual when all hardware is installed and
configured, and ready to use.
In case you still have a question after reading this manual, please visit:

saltoks.com/support
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Terminology
Doorlock
Locks are what it’s all about for SALTO KS: They provide access to your employees,
customers or guests. SALTO locks are connected to a repeater or IQ, so that they can
check the user’s access and let them in, or not. In general, SALTO offers a multitude of
lock types that will fit any door and any situation.

Tag
The Tag is the smallest component of the SALTO KS family while also being its most
secure and attractive. It contains the most secure RFID chip on the market, meaning
that the Tag ID cannot be duplicated under any circumstances.

IQ
The IQ is the ‘hub’ that communicates with all repeaters and locks, and the cloud. All
remote commands and access groups are sent to the IQ, which sends the command
to the lock. When a user presents a tag to a lock, the lock checks access with the IQ.
The IQ is therefore considered as ‘the brain’ of the SALTO KS technology. There are
two types of IQ:
IQ 1.0, which is connected to the cloud via 2G. This IQ must first be added via the
web-app, and then activated on the mobile app.
To activate the IQ, see ‘activating the IQ (1.0)’.
IQ 2.0, which has multiple connection types (M2M stick, Ethernet and WiFi). This IQ
can be configured to connect to the internet directly via the KS apps, but needs to be
added to your site on the web-app and after that activated on the mobile app.
To configure the IQ, see ‘configuring the IQ (2.0)’.

Repeater
The repeater allows the distance between the IQ and the electronic locks to be
extended. Increasing the distance between them by up to 10 metres. By adding more
Repeaters, a maximum distance of up to 40 metres can be achieved between the IQ
and the electronic lock.

Mobile Key
The virtual version of your physical Tag, enabling your phone to to unlock a SALTO
lock. Using Bluetooth technology, your phone transmits a digital key directly to the
lock.
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Web app
The web application offers all the advantages of a modern cloud solution. Available
via your webbrowser and optimized for bigger screens - giving you full control of your
SALTO KS site. From this extended interface you can manage everything in detail such
as people and their permissions, access and notifications. Go to app.saltoks.com

Mobile app
The mobile app, available for iOS and Android, lets you manage access on-the-go.
Once all access is granted via the web-app, follow all events and perform remote
openings from here.

Pod
A Pod is often used in Coliving spaces where an appartment (‘Pod’) for instance is
used by multiple tenants. All tenants have all-time full access to all Pod locks. Pod
members are able to invite Pod guests, for which they can set more refined access
rules.

Pod member
A Pod represents an individually manageable space inside a building and allows foor
very easy management of users that need to have al time full access to all relevant
locks for that space and even delegation of visitor management.

Pod guests
Pod guests are users that are invited by Pod members to have (optionally) limited
access to Pod locks.

Pod locks
Pod locks are the locks that Pod members need to have access to in order to be able
to reach and enter the Pod.

Office Mode/Manual Office Mode (MOM)*
Office Mode is the state a lock is in when it is permanently unlocked. This allows
anyone to enter the lock without presenting a valid Tag and/or Mobile Key.
With the multiple types of Office Mode available in SALTO KS, great security and
flexibility can be offered for any site. ‘Regular’ Office mode (OM) is a continuous state
of the lock being unlocked. The lock will stay in Office Mode until a user with the right
role/permissions locks it again. Regular Office Mode can only be set remotely via the
web- or mobile app.
Manual Office Mode (MOM) offers the ability to (dis)engage Office Mode on an
escutcheon by simply presenting a valid SALTO KS Tag while holding the inside
handle.
* These modes require settings per lock/user via the web-app.
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Easy Office Mode (EOM)*
Also here the lock stays unlocked, but now it’s combined with a set schedule. This
schedule allows for selected people to put it in Office Mode, at selected times, using
their tag. During the time the schedule is active, presenting a tag will put a lock in- or
out of Office Mode. Outside the schedule, presenting the tag will result in a regular,
temporary tag-opening. When a lock is in Easy Office and the timeframe ends, it will
lock itself automatically. This feature is useful for granting easy access, requiring no
remote action to set a lock in Office Mode.
* These modes require settings per lock/user via the web-app.

The Code
The Code is a security feature of SALTO KS, comparable to those used for online banking. It is
a string of 5 characters that is temporarily valid, and only shared by your mobile app and IQ. The
code ensures control over critical IQ related features, such as:
Remote openings via the web-app
Putting locks in Office Mode via the web-app
Enabling an additional device for SALTO KS
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Mobile App overview
High level info of all tabs in the app.

Siteswitch
If you have multiple sites (locations), this is an important functionality. By tapping this
icon in the top-left corner you get an overview of all your sites, allowing you to switch.
All tabs as described below only display the contents for the selected site. This is
similar on the web-interface.

Locks
The first screen of the mobile app is the locks-screen. Here you get an overview of
all locks in the selected site, and their status. A lock is either unlocked or locked, and
can also have an additional status such as a low battery. Tap or swipe a lock to do a
remote opening, or put it in Office Mode. The locks can be filtered on status, or alert.

People
The people screen offers an overview of everyone that has access to the site. Similar
to locks, a person can have two statuses: they either have access, or are blocked. By
tapping or swiping a person you can (un)block them. When tapping the person you get
an overview of the person’s events.

Events
Here you monitor all events of your site, which are either entries, or incidents. By
default all entries are shown, such as regular tag-openings and remote openings. By
using the filter you can switch to incidents, displaying the status of a lock. Incidents
are lock-related issues that require special attention, such as a low-battery.

IQ’s
This is an overview of all IQs of your site - a tab you will probably not visit often. Here
all IQs display their status (online, offline, not activated). By tapping an IQ you can
perform actions such as get code, change PIN or remove PIN.

Profile
Depending on your device, profile- and app related information is shown in the last tab
(iOS) or sidemenu (Android). Here additional information is shown regarding your App
settings, Help & Support and Log out.
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Primary mobile app actions
These are the most common actions of the mobile app.

1. Launch the mobile app on your

2. Enter your email address. The app

3. Here the user can directly enter

device.

will check what the next step is, as

the password in the same screen.

there are two possibillities.

4. Alternatively, as shown here the

5. Enter the password from the web

user is referred to open the web

browser and login to the app,

browser to login.
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Activating the IQ
The IQ can be added via the web application before activating on the mobile app. Once
that is done, launch the SALTO KS mobile app and follow below steps:
* This step is only required when the user has Remote Opening rights. When the user
only uses Mobile Key this step can be skipped

1. When logging in for the first time,

2. In some scenarios, you will not be

3. First, you receive an SMS with a 4

you will be prompted to activate the

prompted. Then any not-activated

digit code. Enter the code.

IQ immediately.

IQ can be found in the IQ tab, and
select they (grey) inactive IQ. Tap
the ‘Activate’ button, and press ‘Ok’
and the flow will begin.

4. You are now asked to enter a

5. Repeat the PIN to confirm.

6. Next, decide if you want to store

unique, PIN, which will be used for

this PIN on your device. This saves

important actions from the app.

the effort of typing in the pin, and
enablesthe option to use TouchID or
FaceID.
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7. If you have saved your PIN,

8. Now the IQ is activated, and you

choose if you want to enable

can perform remote openings or set

TouchID/FaceID

locks in Office Mode. If there are
more unactivated IQs, repeat the
previous steps.
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Configuring an IQ
Both IQ’s (1.0 & 2.0) need to be activated within the SALTO KS web app before adding
the IQ to the Site. The IQ 2.0 can connect to the internet in more than one way, instead
of just the 2G-connection that IQ 1.0 offers. These connection interfaces can be
configured and ordered from the SALTO KS web application, before adding the IQ to a
site via the web-app.

Before configuring a new IQ, make sure:
To have the front cover removed from the IQ
You have the latest version of the SALTO KS mobile app installed on your
smartphone (iOS or Android)
Internet connection(s) are available (wifi online, ethernet cable/M2M stick plugged in)
The location of the IQ can receive the preferred wifi signal: Test this by connecting to
the wifi network from where the IQ is mounted.
Bluetooth is enabled on your smartphone

1. Launch the SALTO KS mobile app

2. In the first screen, you are

and go to the IQ tab. On top of the

introduced to the configuration flow. scan the barcode on the inside of

screen tap ‘Configure new IQ’

Tap ‘Start’ to begin.

3. The camera is activated, now
the IQ. Optionally the activation
code can also be entered manually.
When the barcode/activation code is
verified, the next step automatically
appears.
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4. Press the reset button of the IQ

5. When the IQ and smartphone are

6. The wifi has to be configured

for two seconds with a thin object

connected, the connections screen

manually, by default the status is

such as a paperclip. This triggers

is presented. The connection type

‘unconfigured’. Start by tapping the

the connection between IQ and

on top is always the preferred

connection type in the list. In the

mobile device. The reset button is

connection, others are fallbacks.

placed on the inside of the

following screen, a list of available

The order of connections can be

IQ. When the LED is solid green, a

networks is presented. Select the

switched by dragging the three bars

successful connection has been

on the left. The status of the

established. Be aware! Pressing rest connections are displayed in realfor too long will result in a
time.

network to connect to, or ‘Add
manually’ if the SSID is hidden.

reset of the IQ, making the LED blink
red-green-blue.

7. Enter the password of the

8. After establishing a successful

9. A screen appears notifying the IQ

selected network.

connection the connection screen

is now connected to the internet.

will show again. When all settings

Tap ‘Got it’. Continue on

are as preferred, tap ‘Done’.

app.saltoks.com to add the IQ to the
site.
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Remote opening / Office Mode
A SALTO lock can be unlocked in two ways: short and temporary, or long and
continuous. A short ‘unlocking’ action is ideal for letting someone in from a distance.
This unlocks the lock for about 5 seconds, providing temporary access. For longer,
continuous access a lock can also be set in ‘Office Mode’. This unlocks the door for a
longer period of time, depending on the type of Office Mode.

1. Open the mobile app and find

2. Either swipe the lock to the

3. Or, tap the lock and open the

the lock you want perform the

left or right for either of the

lockdetails. Here you can toggle

action on. Next, select one of

actions.

between the two actions and tap

two ways to do so.

the button to perform the action.

4. Upon selecting the action you

5. Upon successful verification

will be asked to verify either by

the command to Remotely

PIN, or TouchID/FaceID.

Unlock/Office mode will be sent
to the IQ, which will
communicate the action to the
lock.
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Enabling Mobile Key
Besides unlocking with a tag or remotely, SALTO KS offers Mobile Key. This enables
your device to unlock a lock via Bluetooth. In a sense, your phone transmits the digital
counterpart of a Tag. For Mobile Key, your site is required to have updated IQs, as well
as BLE-enabled locks*. Once you have this, your app will enable itself automatically.
* SALTO BLE locks that support Mobile Key: XS4 Original, XS4 One, XS4 Mini, XS4 Wall
reader, XS4 Keypad, XS4 Wall reader with keypad.

1. Upon launching the app, it

2. After a few seconds your

3. You will be taken through a

will know your hardware is able

device is activated. Tap

threestep walkthrough, showing

to use Mobile Key. You will see

‘Continue’.

how to use Mobile Key.

this screen indicating your
device is being activated.

4. Then you will return to the
app, now showing the Mobile
Key button.
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Using Mobile Key

1. As Mobile Key uses Bluetooth to communicate to the lock directly, you will

2. Once in front of the lock, tap the

have to be near the lock. Also, Bluetooth has to be enabled on your device

Mobile Key button in the bottom

(and Location Services for Android).

right corner of the screen.

3. Now the SALTO KS app is

4. Now tap the reader of the lock with your device. This is needed to ‘wake up’

transmitting the Mobile Key to the

the lock, in order to receive the Mobile Key. As with a tag, the lock will give a

lock.

sound- and LED signal when access is provided (or denied). Now you can
open the door.
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Blocking/Unblocking People
There are many circumstances for you to need the ‘Block’ feature. For instance when
a Tag gets lost. In just two simple steps you can Block a person. You can follow the
following flow depending on your role (a basic User is only able to see himself):

1. Open the mobile app and select

2. Tap on the person you want to

3. To unblock, simply tap unblock in

the People tab.

block, and tap the block-button.

the same screen.

Changing your PIN

4. Go to the IQ tab and select the IQ

5. From the IQ detail screen,

you want to change the PIN for.

select ‘Change PIN’.

6. First enter your current PIN.
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7. Next, enter the PIN you would

8. Then, confirm the new PIN.

like to use.

9. Now your PIN has changed for
this IQ.

Enable an additional device
In some cases, an app user may have an additional device that will also be using
SALTO KS. Then the initial device must be used to verify the new one. Take the
following steps to enable an additional device:

1. Log in on the new device and go

2. Tap ‘Activate’ and a screen

3. On the initial device, go to the

to the IQs tab, and tap the IQ you

will then appear, asking you to

IQ tab and select the IQ in

want to activate. It could be that

enter a Code that must be

question.

you’re prompted to do this directly

generated on the initial device.

as well.
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1. First, go to the IQ tab and tap an

2. In the IQ detail screen you have

3. Enter your PIN, or verify with

already activated IQ.

three options, tap ‘GET CODE’.

TouchID/FaceID.

4. A unique code will be generated
for this IQ. The code will be valid for
three minutes (as a security
measure).
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KS Services: Comelit
Functionalities*:
Connecting Comelit system manually or with a MUG file sent through email.
IP address, port number, and an activation code is needed to configure manually.
To configure with a MUG file, building manager needs to send an email attached
with it. Opening MUG file through the device will automatically open KS app.
Select which KS site you’d like to connect with Comelit intercoms.
After completing the activation, all connected Comelit intercoms will be listed. Here, the
attached intercoms can be disconnected, but it cannot be reconnected by the same MUG file
or activation code.
When a guest calls through your Comelit intercom, a regular call is received on your phone.
You can either be answer or reject. (allow access to the microphone before answering a call)
Answering a call will enable muting the guest, let the guest , or view live video feed
depending on the type of intercom.
Let guests in anytime, anywhere.
*When the Pod functionality is used the activation process works seamless. No need for a MUG file or
activation code.

How to activate in the KS app:

1. Open Salto KS mobile app. Go to

2. Select Comelit

3. Tap on ‘Connect now’

the Profile tab and select ‘KS
srevices’.
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4. Here, you have two options to

5. 3.1a To connect manually enter

connect your Comelit system in

IP address, port, activation code,

KS; manually or with a MUG file.

and KS site.

7. To connect with a MUG file,

8. Press ‘Proceed’ to activate your

open the email on your device, and

device with selected site.

6. Select Activate

tap on attached .MUG file.
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Comelit: What does it allow:

1. After successful activation of

2. You can receive calls from your

3. Answering the call will allow you

your device, your connected

Comelit system.

to let your guest in directly or.

Comelit intercoms is listed.

4. First view live video feed
(depending on the type of your
intercom) and then let your
guest in.
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KS Services: Eagle Eye Networks
Functionalities:
User need to login with their Eagle Eye credentials to link an Eagle Eye account to SALTO KS
(All Eagle Eye Cloud VMS accounts are supported)
In order to avoid the user to log in each time ‘keep me logged in’ functionality added.
To link EE account with KS, security code is sent to email address & phone number
registered in Eagle Eye account.
After completing the activation, all locks within the site will be listed. Here user can change
site and add & remove cameras to a lock.
Multiple cameras can be added to a lock, and one camera can be added to multiple locks.
Now the user can use the functionalities of EE in KS. An icon will appear on left corner of the lock
detail page. Here, user can view live video feed and manage EE cameras.
When an event triggered with the lock attached to an EE camera, the icon will appear
next to the event, and here past recording can be viewed.

How to activate in the KS app:

1. Open Salto KS mobile app. Go to

2. Select Eagle Eye Networks

3. Tap on ‘Connect now’

the Profile tab and select ‘KS
services’.
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4. Enter your Eagle Eye credentials

5. You need to verify your Eagle

6. Enter the Security Code and

to login.

Eye account with a Security Code

activate your

either sent to your mail or your

Eagle Eye account.

registered phone number.

Adding camera’s to locks

1. You can select sites from left

2. Select cameras to (un)link to the

3. You can see a preview of video

corner and manage cameras by

lock and press apply.

feeds of cameras connected to the

locks.

locks.
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Managing Eagle Eye on Lock detail page

1. If a camera is connected to the

2. Here, you can see live video

3. Tap on ‘Show live feed’ to get live

lock, an icon will appear on the left

feeds and manage cameras.

camera feed connected to the lock.

corner.

Here you can give lock/unlock or
enable office mode.

View past recordings triggered by an event

1. Go to Events tab and tab on the

2. You can view 30 seconds of

icon

recording in total: Starting 5
seconds before the event and 25
after.
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Code and PIN
What is a Code?
The Code is a specific security feature of SALTO KS: A 5 character encrypted code,
comparable to what most online banking applications use.
The encryption is unique and only known and shared between your App and your IQ. It
is not stored in the Cloud or anywhere else. Since it’s your app and your IQ only you
have the control over these critical features.
The Code is ONLY used to perform remote openings/Office Mode from the Web app.
The Code is NOT needed to perform remote openings/Office Mode from Mobile apps
(this is what the PIN is for).

How do I generate a Code?
Make sure you have activated your IQ. The Code is generated when you enter your
individual and self-chosen PIN in the mobile app. The mobile app encypts the PIN into
an IQ and only the SALTO KS IQ holds the right key to recalculate that to your PIN.
A Code is only valid for a restricted short period of time which puts another layer of
security on top of the Code technology. You just have to click on ‘Generate a Code’,
and after that get the Code.
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I have forgotten my PIN, what should I do?
If you are a SuperUser you can ask the owner to reset your PIN. Owners that have lost
their PIN need to reset the IQ. The owner goes to ‘Account/Security/Reset PIN’ and
selects your name and the IQ for which the PIN needs to be rest.
The owner selects the right IQ by using the dropdown next to the SuperUsers name
and presses ‘Reset PIN’. SALTO KS will ask for the Code of the owner for that specific
IQ. After entering the Code, the PIN for that IQ of the SuperUser has been reset.
Next time the SuperUser opens the App the IQ will show as not activated. SALTO KS
will send the random selected PIN again and the SuperUser can change the PIN again.
If you use the same PIN for multiple IQ’s? Do you may have to do this for all IQ’s? For
this SuperUser.
In case the owner has forgotten the PIN, the relevant IQ needs to be reset by pressing
the CLR button on the back of the IQ. This has two consequences:
All App users for that specific IQ need to re-activate that IQ in their App as if it was
their first activation.
The owner needs to reconfirm the SALTO KS configuration. Go to Account/System
Configuration and follow the instructions for that specific IQ.

Duplicate the app on a second device
On occasions a single App user may duplicate the mobile app on a second device that
they own it is possible to activate the same app on a second mobile device, whether
this is a smartphone or a tablet
How can I duplicate the app on a second mobile device? Imagine that you have logged
in to the app on a smartphone and you also have a tablet on which you want to
activate the same app.
Go over to the app menu on the second device. The IQ activation process is different in
this case.
Select the activate button and a screen will then appear asking you to enter a Code
that must be generated on the first device.
Go to the first device, click on the app menu and select the icon with an arrow coming
out of a box for the IQ in question.
Select the option ‘Generate Code’ and enter the 4-digit PIN in order to send the
request.
Then, right away, enter the Code on the second device. Verify that the IQ in question
has been activated, producing an extra replica of the app on the first device.
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Opening doors remotely
This option can be found when you:
Open the app and select from the list of locks the one you want to unlock.
Swipe it left, click ‘Unlock’ and enter your 4 digit PIN. The app will confirm the door
opening.

iOS version
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Entries and incidents
Notifications for ‘Left Open incidents’ are sent after the lock in question has remained
open for 38 seconds.
How do I interpret the Left Open incidents in the mobile App? Previously, both Entries
and Incidents were shown in the same screen. In the new version Entries are shown in
the same screen. In the new version Entries are shown first by deafult. But with the
filter you will find on the upper tight corner you can switch to show the incidents.
One you are there, you will see that the icon is lit up in red. Selct the option and then
check the details of the lock that has been left open.
Basic users will only see their own entries.

Office mode
Office mode is the state a lock is in, when it is permanently unlocked. This allows
anyone to enter the lock without a SALTO KS tag.
Office mode can be enabled in two new ways, Easy Office mode (EOM) and Manual
Office Mode. These new features can be great for offices that do not want their
employees to use the SALTO KS tag during business hours for each single opening of
the lock.

How to enable Easy Office Mode (EOM):
EOM door settings per lock. This lock schedule can be created and modified by the
owner and admin. EOM can be found in the SALTO KS account under ‘Locks’. Here,
EOM can be set ‘on’ or ‘off’.
When turning EOM ‘on’, you need to define the timeframe in which you want people
with EOM-rights to be able to (dis)engage EOM.
When turning EOM ‘off’ all locks in EOM will immediately disengage (= locked).

EOM person settings:
The ability to (dis)engage EOM is a right which can be granted per person. Owner and
Admin can grant this right to any person in a system. Super Users can grant rights to
other Super User and Basic Users. Rights can be granted in the People screen. Simply
select the person, click ‘edit’ and tick the box for EOM. Any person with this box ticked
can engage and disengage EOM on a door that has a EOM schedule.
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Manual Office Mode (MOM)
This feature offerts the abillity to (dis)engage Office Mode on an escutcheon by simply
presenting a valid SALTO KS tag while holding the inside handle.

How to engage Manual Office Mode
A person with Manual Office Mode rights can manually engage Manual Office Mode on
every lock in a Site according to the access groups this person is in.A lock that which
is put in Office Mode using Manual Office Mode, will stay in Office Mode indefinitely,
until it is manually ended mobile or via Web App.

How to grant the rights to (dis)engage to a person
Manual Office Mode person settings: The ability to (DIS) engage Manual Office Mode
is a right which can be granted per person. Rights to Manual Office Mode can be
granted by the Owner or Admin only. Super users can grant rights to other Super Users
and Basic Users. Simply select the person, click edit and tick the box for Manual Office
Mode.

Engaging the door in Office Mode from your mobile device
There are two ways:
Enter the App, select the lock you want to activate the Office Mode and click on that.
Slide to the right or left on the door you want to apply it.

iOS version
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Android version
This feature offerts the abillity to (dis)engage Office Mode on an escutcheon by simply
presenting a valid SALTO KS tag while holding the inside handle.
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Pods

A Pod is often used in Coliving spaces where an appartment (‘Pod’) for instance is
used by multiple tenants. All tenants have all-time full access to all Pod locks. Pod
members are able to invite Pod guests, for which they can set more refined access
rules.

How to invite a Pod guest
If you are a Pod member, you are able to invite guests into your Pod. This is done
entirely from the KS mobile app.
The first step is to open the app and go to the “people” tab. At the top of the list you
will see a button:

On the next screen, you are asked to enter the name and email address of your guest.
You will be prompted to give permission to access your address book. That will make
it easier to invite someone you already have the details for in your phone. Please make
sure to enter a first and last name in the Name field and a proper email address in the
email field.
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Next, you will need to specify what kind of access you want to give to your guest. Do
you want to give the all-time full access to the same locks you can access in your Pod,
select “Full access”. If you want to only allow them access during a limited timeframe
or a limited set of locks, select “Limited access”.
Selecting “Full access” will allow you to complete the invite process immediately by
pressing the button that appears at the bottom of the screen. If you select “Limited
access”, you need to complete some extra steps.

Click on Edit behind “Which locks?” to continue.
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For each door linked to the Pod, you need to specify if the guest should have access or
not. This is done by clicking either the checkmark icon or the cross icon behind it.
After that, you can press “Continue”, which will take you back to the previous screen.
Next step is to specify the time restrictions that should apply. This is done by tapping
on “Edit” behind “When?”.
You will have two options to choose from:

If you select “Always”, you don’t apply any time restrictions to the access for your
guest. You can just select this option and press “Continue” at the bottom of your
screen. If you do want to apply restrictions, select “Scheduled”. The options will be
expanded in the same screen, so you need to scroll in order to specify them all.
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You can specify a start date, end date, select the days of the week you want to give
access on and specify a start and end time for each day.
When you have completed all settings to match your preference, press “Continue”. You
will be redirected to the previous screen, where you can press the “Invite” button to
actually invite your guest. He or she will receive an email asking them to complete
their profile, so they can use is to log in using the SALTO KS app and start opening
doors (within the restrictions you specified) using their Mobile Key.
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